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Kids can learn the art of paper folding with Origami Dinosaurs. They
will start by practicing basic origami folds. Then they can make a
towering T. rex, a brave Brachiosaurus, and more. The crafts in this
book are easy and super fun! Each project includes colorful photos and
step-by-step instructions. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
This beautifuly illustrated picture word book contains exactly 199
labelled images of things to be found on a farm. Lots to look at and
talk about, this is a great way to extend and broaden children's
vocabulary and knowledge of different environments. A neat and
practical format, perfect for taking on holiday. Part of the '199
Things' series, which includes '199 Things under the sea', '199 Things
in the Garden' and '199 Animals'.
Look through the peep-hole on each page of this colorful book and
watch Old MacDonald as he goes about his chores. Can you guess what
animal is to come? A delightful, engaging twist on a traditional song
gives it new life for a new generation.
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An illustrated board book with an attached sound panel to present
rural scenes. It includes a crowing cockerel, bleating sheep, lowing
cows and many more. It's a peaceful morning on the farm, but things
are about to get noisy.
Farm Peekaboo!
Busy Builders: Farm
Complete with Durable Play Scene
Noisy Farm
On the Farm
Fold Out and Play Farm

Uses a variety of formats, including panels to slide, flaps to
lift, and surfaces to touch and feel, to introduce numbers and
counting.
A photographic seek-and-find books for children aged two and
over, with five big fold-out pages. When opened up, each foldout reveals bright and bold collections of things to find down
on the farm, organised into categories such as Tasty Food to
introduce the concept of grouping. With question prompts on
every fold-out to encourage children to look for, find and count
objects.
This fascinating, 32-page book on farming gives an insight into
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everything from sowing seeds to shearing sheep. Build your own
94-cm farm playset! The perfect package for budding farmers,
this illustrated 32-page book features detailed, labelled
illustrations of all aspects of the running of a farm, from
sowing to harvesting, which vehicles are needed for which job
and how to handle livestock. The box opens up and transforms
into a busy farm, allowing the reader to gain an insight into
farm life through active play. Punch out and slot together the
barn, farmer, vehicles and animals (including cow, sheep, pigs
and hens), and piece together the jigsaw puzzle farm track to
take you on a journey through fields of tasty crops and orchards
ripe with fruit.
The perfect package for budding farmers, this illustrated
32-page book features detailed, labelled illustrations of all
aspects of the running of a farm, from sowing to harvesting,
which vehicles are needed for which job and how to handle
livestock. The box opens up and transforms into a busy farm,
allowing the reader to gain an insight into farm life through
active play. Punch out and slot together the barn, farmer,
vehicles and animals (including cow, sheep, pigs and hens), and
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piece together the jigsaw puzzle farm track to take you on a
journey through fields of tasty crops and orchards ripe with
fruit.
Build a 37-inch 3D Farm Play Set - Includes: 32-page Book Over
100 Press-out Pieces 3D Fold-out Play Set
Maisy's Shop
Complete With Durable Play Scene
Fuzzy Ocean
Animal Farm
The Story of an African Farm
Explore life on the farm in this adorable interactive board book for babies and toddlers! Perfect
for Easter and beyond, My Neighborhood Farmis a fun introduction to life on the farm. From
the red barn to the farmhouse porch, meet all the adorable animals who live on the farm. See
animals including cows, ducks, pigs, and horses and learn what sound each animal makes.
This colorful book features a fold-down farm play scene, encouraging interactive play within its
pages. Collect each title to create your very own town! Celebrate all the local places you know
and love with the My Neighborhood interactive board book series. Featuring adorable baby
animal illustrations, each title allows little explorers to learn more about their very own
neighborhood. Includes an interactive fold-down scene that encourages children to play within
the book's pages. For babies and toddlers, these sturdy shaped board books are a fun
introduction to all the neighborhood places you love to explore with your family. Delightful
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rhyming text helps build listening and memory skills. A sweet gift for children and
grandchildren. Perfect for baby showers, new parents, birthdays, and Valentine's Day. Also a
great Easter basket and Christmas stocking stuffer.
With lots of things to find and count on every page, this picture book will provide hours of
puzzle-solving fun for very young children. The bright, busy scenes bring to life farms from
around the world. Counting sheep has never been so much fun
Young readers can lift the flaps and discover which house Maisy lives in.
Young readers can play peekaboo and lift the flaps to reveal toy farm animals on textured
pages. On board pages.
Sticker & Punch-out Activity Book
Yummy
Fold-out Play Scene
Giant Sticker Scenes, Puzzle Activities, 500 Stickers
Old MacDonald Had a Farm
A Complete Pop-up Play Book

A delightful interactive board book with sturdy tabbed pages and a
sound panel. Press the buttons on the sound panel to hear chirping
birds, a shower of rain, buzzing bees, croaking frogs and owls hooting
in a garden at nighttime. The colourful eye-catching illustrations will
appeal babies and toddlers.
Discover the popular Wheels on the Bus rhyme in this fun-filled book.
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Fold out the play track, wind up the toys, and watch the busy buses
whizz around the beautifully illustrated town.
Maisy's going to the farm! Join her as she drives the tractor, waters
the vegetable patch, feeds the chickens, and milks the cow. What a
busy day! This brilliant board book includes a bonus pop-up play
scene featuring pop-out pieces of Maisy and Cyril, as well lots of farm
animal favourites! Ideal for imaginative play and teaching little ones
all about life on the farm.
Welcome to the rustic, sunny farm! Have you ever wondered what life
is like on the farm? Find out with this fun and sunny interactive
activity book! Unfold this book, and there's your stand-up play scene.
Customize your farm with the reusable stickers and punch-out, standup characters, and you're ready for action. What kinds of animals you
have on your farm and what you grow is up to you! Gather eggs, feed
the pigs, milk the cows, plant the crops; it's never a dull day on the
farm! Includes a 48-page activity book with cool facts about farm
vehicles and animals, puzzles, and games, plus punch-out characters,
reusable stickers, and a fold-out barnyard scene.
Maisy's Preschool
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A Novel
My Giant Fold-out Book of Animals
The Wheels on the Bus
Stick and Play: My Busy Barn
Interactive fun with fold-out play scene, reusable stickers, and punchout, stand-up figures!
All aboard the farm train! Complete with tractor wheels, a happy farmer, and
the loudest passengers you've ever heard, Farm Train is an adorable two-inone board book that features brightly illustrated farm animals in every train
car. The cow says moo moo, the sheep says baa baa, and the goose says honk
honk from the moment the train leaves the station. Farm Train can be read
page-by-page as a lap book or be unfolded into a 42" train! (Perfect for play
time or room decor!) A handy velcro clasp keeps everything snugly shut when
reading time is over.
Children will love reading the fun twist on the well-known sweet rhyme and
watching the animals disappear at the turn of each page. This tactile book
offers plenty for young children to look at and explore, helping in their early
learning!
Make up your own stories! Two clever (and wonderfully portable) books with
pop-up play scenes and press-out pieces spark little ones' imaginations. It's
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time for school! Maisy and her friends play with building blocks, practice their
counting, and sit down for storytime. A pop-up classroom scene waits at the
end of the book with paper press-outs of Maisy and her pals. Kids will relish
the chance to play teacher and decide the lessons, all the while putting their
imaginations to the test and learning about the routines that make up a day at
school.
Little children will enjoy colouring all the farm animals,trundling tractors and
people in this appealing book. Scenes include 'Feedingthe hens', 'At the pond'
and 'Harvest time'. Illustrations: Full colourthroughout
Fold-away Farm
Farm: 500 Stickers and Puzzle Activities
Peek-a-moo!
With a Pop-Out Play Scene!
Fold-out Play Scene: Farm
Busy Builders

Maisy is going shopping. What will she put in her trolley? This brilliant board book
includes a bonus pop-up and play scene featuring pop-out pieces of Maisy and
her friends, ideal for imaginative play. Today, Maisy is going shopping! Join
Maisy and Panda on a trip to the supermarket, where they find a trolley and pick
out bread, cheese and vegetables. After they go down every aisle it¿s time to
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pay, and then home for lunch! This brilliant board book from author-illustrator
Lucy Cousins includes a bonus pop-up and play scene, featuring pop-outs of
beloved characters Maisy and Ella, plus a till point and basket full of delicious
foods! Ideal for imaginative play and helping little ones learn about a trip to the
supermarket.
Kids who constantly have horses on their minds are going to love this book. The
Horse Farm Read-and-Play Sticker Book draws young riders into the places they
like best: the horse farm, the tack room, the stable, the paddock, and the
stableyard. And with 75 full-color, reusable, heavy-duty vinyl stickers, kids can
create their own equine dramas while at the same time learning important points
about such essentials as grooming and tacking up. The range of stickers is
irresistable. There are foals, a barn cat (and a barn mouse), a vet, and a farrier.
But there are also name plates for the horse stalls; saddles, brushes, helmets,
and cowboy hats for the tack room; barrels and jumps for horse shows, plus
championship ribbons; and a flock of chickens and a few barn swallows for the
stableyard. All this horse play, however, is tied to real-life horse lessons. For
example, if the game is "let's pretend it's time for the horse's evening feeding,"
the book reminds kids to give the horse his ration of grain and his mineral block,
fill his bucket with fresh water, put out plenty of hay for the horse to munch on,
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and not to forget the carrot for a snack.
Maisy and her friends attend a fair, where they play on bumper cars, jump on a
bouncy castle, ride a roller coaster, and enjoy the view from high atop a Ferris
wheel.
The authors take children on a rhyming peek-a-boo adventure set in a farm yard.
The book incorporates 8 larger than life fold-down flaps and is illustrated in colour
throughout.
Big Book of History
Origami Dinosaurs: Easy & Fun Paper-Folding Projects
Maisy's Farm
Play and Learn 123
Fold Out and Play!
Fold Out and Play Farm is filled with sticker scenes, coloring, puzzles, and so
much more! Use over 500 colorful stickers to decorate the detachable fold-out
farm scene.
BIG BOOK OF HISTORY Learning Just Became BIG FUN! Families, schools, and
churches can unfold 15 feet of the most interesting history of the world. This easy
to follow, color-coded, multi-stream timeline teaches six thousand years of world
history to children ages seven through thirteen. These exciting facts and so much
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more wait inside: who were the first emperors of China and Rome what discovery
unlocked the secrets of a forgotten language how modern robotics had its roots in
the tea dolls of Japan where Christians faced death for the entertainment of
thousands why the languages of Greek and Hebrew were used to write the Bible
and how the Age of Discovery meant wealth some, and the destruction of
civilization for others. Understanding how the past has shaped our future will
inspire young learners to make history for themselves!
Over on the farm in the early morning sun Lived a clever mother cat And her little
cat one With bright animals and a simple rhyming text, this is the perfect first
counting book.
The acclaimed creator of the Maisy series and other popular children's books
revamps eight classic stories, from Little Red Riding Hood to The Musicians of
Bremen, retaining all the emotion and humor from the original fairy tales.
With fold-out play track
Babys Very First Noisy Books Babys Very First Noisy Book Garden
The Horse Farm Read-and-Play Sticker Book
First Colouring Book Farm
1001 Things to Spot on the Farm
Old Macdonald Had a Farm
Meet all the friendly animals on the farm in this interactive Fold Out and Play Puzzle Activity book.
Little ones will love exploring every John Deere farm-themed page filled with coloring, drawing,
puzzles, and punch out activities for hours of fun. Count how many eggs each hen laid, or create fun
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rural scenes with 500 animal and tractor stickers. There is a lot to do on the farm, so you better get
busy! A must for little animal and John Deere lovers! John Deere Kids children's books recognize
that the preschoolers of today are the farmers, builders, and innovators of tomorrow. Content and
formats are based on the legacy of a long-loved company that encourages kids to play in backyards, to
dig in the dirt, get muddy, and learn where food and shelter come from. 500 stickers included
featuring cows, goats, chickens, farm horses, John Deere tractors, farmyard friends and more! Fold
out pieces for an at-home farm experience that encourages imaginative play Learn as you go with
simple concepts like counting, matching, and opposites. Increase visual thinking, fine-motor skills,
and hand-eye coordination. Slip into a backpack or bag and make this a quick on-the-go activity.
Great for summer activities, road trips, vacations, airplane rides, rainy days, inside activities, birthday
gifts, and holidays. Officially licensed John Deere product
This interactive book introduces young children to the world of the farm. Vibrantly illustrated
background, stickers, and punch-outs come together to provide hours of imaginative fun. The
background scene, a stand-up panorama of the farmyard and stable, is perfect for stickering as the
child envisions his very own farm, and then serves as the backdrop to punch-out playtime. The sturdy
punch-outs are perfectly sized for little hands, and include boy and girl farmers, animals, and
machinery. Use stickers to keep chickens in their coop, horses grazing near the stable, or lead the
cows to pasture. All together, Sticker, Punch-out, & Play!: On the Farm makes for interactive play
and limitless fun.
Bring the farm to life with this cool box set! Complete with an exciting storybook and 6 adorable farm
animal models, plus an awesome scene to play with by simply folding out the box, there's so much fun
to discover inside.
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Roger Priddy's Magic Sticker Play and Learn: My Busy Barn is a barn-shaped board book with fun
illustrations and sticky play pieces which can be used anywhere in the book. Children can play with
the stickers and learn about life on the farm. These sturdy stickers can stick to any surface without
leaving marks and can be reused again and again. Young readers can fill the scene on the last spread
with the stickers, or use them throughout the book. The attractive format and colorful illustrations
give the book real pick-up appeal and the interesting, informative text will make it enjoyable for
parents and children alike. Also available: My Tool Box
Maisy's Fairground
Farm Train
Farm
199 Things on the Farm
Is this Maisy's House?
My Neighborhood Farm
Maisy takes preschoolers to her pop-up farm for hours of fun! What's more fun than a day on
the farm? A day on the farm with Maisy! Maisy's Farm is an amazing three-dimensional popup farm full of things to do and animals to love. The sturdy stand-up Maisy figure has arms
that move and a tractor to ride in. Children will love to help Maisy milk the cow, collect the
eggs, tend to the vegetable patch, and more! With twenty-six full-color press-out pieces and
loads of flaps to lift and tabs to pull, there's no end to the fun on Maisy's farm.
Old MacDonald has a lot to do today and little hands can help him. Wind up the toy, put it on
the track inside the book and watch the tractor go!
Old Macdonald Had a FarmPaw Prints
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Labeled photographs introduce young readers to animals found on the farm, in Africa, in the
jungle, and under the sea. On board pages.
A Maisy Pop-Up-and-Play Book
Eight Favorite Fairy Tales
Over on the Farm

All animals are equal but some animals are more equal than others. It's just an
ordinary farm - until the animals revolt. They get rid of the irresponsible farmer.
The other animals are sure that life is improving, but as systems are replaced
and half-truths are retold, a new hierarchy emerges . . . Orwell's tale of
propaganda, power and greed has never felt more pertinent. With an exciting
new cover and inside illustrations by superstar Chris Mould.
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